
  

 
CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

168 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

21 TRAFFIC STOPS 41 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:     DATE:   12.13.2018 

 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Dating 
Violence 

18-117057 Hanover Dr S1 who apparently was intoxicated, didn’t want his girlfriend to 
leave and grabbed her arm, leaving a small red mark.  S1 left the 
residence in a large black/red pickup with Wisconsin tags. Deputies 
looked for s1; however, he was not located.  It is believed he went 
back to home in St. Augustine.  The victim wrote a statement, but 
did not want to have pictures taken. Charges were filed with the 
state attorney’s office. 

DUI 18-117191 SR100@Old Kings 
Rd 

After a traffic stop s1 was arrested for DUI and transported to the 
inmate facility. S1 provided two breath samples: .133 and .132.  
Deputy Green.   

Baker Act 18-117045 Palm Coast Pkwy Juvenile placed under a BA and transported to Halifax. 

Violation of 
Injunction 

18-117082 MM 284 I95 A traffic stop was conducted on a blue Ford IQZG66 for the RO 
being suspended the driver was the RO. During the traffic stop the 
passenger identified himself and it was found that there was an 
non-expiring injunction, which stated no contact and the passenger 
should not be within 100 feet of the vehicle. The injunction was 
served and was nonexpiring. The passenger, s1 was arrested and 
transported to the FCIF without incident. 

Drunk 
Driver 

18-117207 MM289 I 95 A traffic stop was conducted on a 2-door blue Chevy bearing FL tag 
581XKU for a  traffic infraction. The operator and sole occupant, sS1 
was placed under arrest for DUI and transported to the FCIF 
without incident where he provided a breath same of .221 and .207 
respectively. 

Narcotics 18-117170 100@Belle Terre 
Blvd 

During a traffic stop S1 was arrested for possession of marijuana 
over 20 grams (452 grams), possession of hashish, and drug 
paraphernalia. S1 was transported to the inmate facility without 
incident. 

    

    

    

    



 


